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Abstract 
 

Surveillance video of vehicle camera are widely used to 

support driver’s safe driving, especially for taxi and truck drivers. 

Long-term videos are often inspected by human operators 

manually to find dangerous driving events, which is tedious time 

consuming work.  We propose a new method to detect dangerous 

driving events automatically from the surveillance videos. Events 

such as rocket start, red light ignored dangerous driving can be 

detected. In our method, traffic light recognition is made at first. 

Then speed and acceleration data of car, traffic light recognition 

results are used as features to detect dangerous driving events. 

Color and shape of traffic lights are different in different 

countries and areas. Color and shape of traffic light images are 

also different at different shooting time, background and weather 

condition. It is difficult for conventional method to obtain both 

high recognition rate and low false positive rate. We proposed to 

use color, shape and context features to recognize traffic light 

more accurately. 

 Vehicle road testing in both USA and Japan were made to 

demonstrate effectiveness of our proposed method. Real-time 

processing recognition experiments were made by vehicle camera 

video stream. Surveillance videos taken by driving recorder 

camera were also used to do traffic light recognition and 

dangerous driving events detection experiments. Traffic light 

recognition rate of 93%, false positive detection rate of 0.1%, real-

time processing time less than 30ms results were obtained by our 

method. 

Introduction  
 

Surveillance videos of vehicle camera are widely used to 

support driver’s safe driving, especially for taxi and truck drivers. 

If dangerous driving events are found from the videos, drivers are 

advised to improve their driving style and skill. Insurance 

companies also use the surveillance videos of vehicle camera to 

confirm driver’s driving record. If the driver drives safely, the 

company will reduce his insurance fee. Long-term videos are often 

inspected by human operators manually to find dangerous driving 

events, which is tedious time consuming work. Detecting 

dangerous driving events automatically can help the inspectors to 

check the surveillance videos easily. Detecting dangerous driving 

events in real-time can also alarm the diver to prevent traffic 

accidents on time. 

We propose a new method to detect dangerous driving events 

automatically from the surveillance video of vehicle camera. 

Events such as rocket start, red light ignored dangerous driving can 

be detected. In our method, traffic light recognition is made at first. 

Then motion information of speed and acceleration data of the car, 

traffic light recognition results are used as features to detect 

dangerous driving events. 

Related Work 
 

Dangerous Driving Events Detection 
 

Vehicle’s inertial sensors data from the CAN bus of car is 

used to recognize driver’s driving style [1]. Events of braking, 

acceleration and turning are detected from inertial sensors CAN 

data. Features associated with the events are used to classify 

drivers for reducing dangerous driving. 

Vehicle velocity and acceleration data recorded by drive 

recorder are used to detect dangerous driving [2]. Braking pattern 

of the drivers are clustered by the sensor data. Five level dangerous 

driving events are recognized by using the braking pattern 

clustering results. 

Sensor data of smartphone is used to detect driving events, 

such as turning, U-turns, acceleration, baking, excessive speed. 

Driving styles of aggressive and non-aggressive are recognized by 

features of detected events data [3]. Aggressive driving style is 

often related to dangerous driving. All of processing are made in 

the smartphone. 

Although sensor data can be used to detect dangerous driving 

events, only limited kind events can be detected. It is difficult to 

detect dangerous driving events, such as rocket start and red traffic 

light ignored. Video data is useful for detecting more kinds of 

dangerous driving events. 

Dangerous driving events detection by dual cameras on 

smartphone is proposed [4]. Dangerous driving conditions and 

behavior are detected to alert divers. Front-facing camera is used to 

monitor the driver to detect if he is tired or distracted. Rear-facing 

camera tracks road conditions to find dangerous driving events at 

the same time. Drowsy driving, inattentive driving are recognized 

by using front-facing camera’s video stream. Tailgating, lane 

weaving and drifting, careless lane change dangerous driving 

events are detected by video stream of rear-facing camera. 

Computer vision and machine learning methods are used to detect 

the dangerous driving events. Inertial sensor data of the 

smartphone is also used to detect dangerous events by classifying 

car condition. 

Surveillance videos from a vehicle-mounted camera are 

analyzed to make personal driving diary [5]. Atomic sub-events are 

detected by vehicle and pedestrian recognition and tracking. 

Features of local 3-D XYT trajectories of the vehicles and the 

other objects are used for the events detection. A decision tree 

based activity recognizer is designed to detect driving events from 

the first-person view videos by analyzing the trajectories and    
spatio-temporal relationships. The constructed diary enables 

efficient searching and event-based browsing of video clips, which 

helps the users to retrieve videos of dangerous situations. 
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Traffic Light Recognition 
We use traffic light recognition results as features to detect 

dangerous driving events. Recognizing traffic lights accurately is a 

hard and challenging work. Figure 1 shows an example of day time 

traffic light of Japan. Figure 2 shows image of day time traffic 

light of USA. Color and shape of traffic lights are different in 

different countries and areas. In Japan, most traffic lights are 

arranged in horizontal direction. Traffic lights in USA are mostly 

arranged in vertical direction. Size and brightness are also different. 

Traffic lights of USA often has smaller size, bigger brightness than 

that of Japan  

Color and shape of traffic lights are also different in different 

time. Figure 3 shows image of night time traffic light in Japan.  

Color and shape are different from that of Figure 1, day time traffic 

light image. In night scene, because gain of the camera is increased, 

traffic light lighting area saturated to white color. Traffic light 

color extends to surrounding area, which makes the recognition 

more difficulty. Traffic light color is also different for different 

kinds of light source, such as LED light and incandescent lamp 

traffic lights. 

Color and shape of traffic are also different in different frames. 

As shown in Figure 4, color and shape of red traffic light is 

different in different frame because phase and frequency of traffic 

light is not synchronized with that of vehicle camera. The traffic 

lights blink in the vehicle camera videos. 

Complex background also makes traffic light recognition 

difficult. In day time, objects such as color sign boards and 

billboards, which has same color as traffic lights, make false 

positive detection easily. In night time, neon lights and tail lamps 

of vehicles also make false positive recognition happen easily. 

To solve problems mentioned above, many traffic light 

recognition methods are proposed. Color features are used for 

traffic lights recognition [6] – [16]. Selecting color space is 

important to get good recognition results. Circle feature is used to 

recognize traffic light [6]-[8]. Ellipse feature is also detected by 

genetic approach for traffic light recognition [9]. Object tracking is 

used to reduce false positive [10], [11]. Radial symmetry transform 

is used to recognize traffic light [14]. Multiple exposure is used to 

input image for recognizing easily [15]. Night time traffic light is 

recognized by color and shape recognition [16]. Spot shape feature 

is used to recognize traffic light [17], [18]. Because spot feature is 

similar to spot light and other small objects, it is easy to get false 

positive recognition results. 

Circle, ellipse, spot and radial symmetry features are useful 

for traffic light recognitions. But because these features are very 

simple, day time complex background and night time lighting 

objects will cause false positive recognition easily. 

Recognizing whole shape of traffic lights by machine learning 

method can increase recognition accuracy. But shape and color of 

the traffic light change a lot in different situation. In night time 

scene of Figure 4, there is only extended traffic light color area, 

without any whole shape can be seen. 

Proposed Method 
We propose a new method to detect dangerous driving events 

automatically from the surveillance video. Events such as rocket 

start, red light ignored dangerous driving can be detected. In our 

method, traffic light recognition is made at first. Then speed and 

acceleration data of car, traffic light recognition results are used as 

features to detect dangerous driving events. Motion information of 

speed and acceleration is used to detect the events, which is 

recorded by driving recorder or obtained by sensors in real-time.   

  
 

Figure 1. Day time traffic light of Japan.  

 

  
 

Figure 2. Day time traffic light of USA. 
 

  
 

Figure 3. Night time traffic light of Japan. 
 

     
 

Figure 4. Day time traffic light of Japan of different frames. 
 

Color, shape and context features are used to recognize traffic 

light more accurately. 

 Vehicle road tests in both USA and Japan were made to 

demonstrate effectiveness of our proposed method. Real-time 

processing recognition experiments were made by vehicle camera 

video stream. Surveillance videos taken by driving recorder 

camera were also used to do traffic light recognition and dangerous 

driving events detection experiments. 

Traffic Light Recognition 
In our method, traffic lights are recognized at first. Red and 

green traffic lights recognition results are used to detect dangerous 

driving events. Color of traffic light is recognized by using 

dictionary parameters learned from traffic light image samples. (Y, 

U, V) color space features are used for color recognition. Then 

candidate area for shape recognition is calculated from traffic light 

image pixels recognized by color. Shape recognition is made using 

circle feature of the traffic light. Context features around traffic 

light area are used to reduce false positive recognition. Day time 

and night time scenes are recognized automatically from the image 

by SVM (Support Vector Machine) machine learning method.  
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Figure 5. Flow chart of proposed traffic lights recognition and dangerous 
driving events detection. 

 

Traffic light recognition dictionary is selected and parameters 

are set for day time or night time separately. Flow chart of 

proposed method is shown in Figure 5. 

Color Recognition 
Color space of (Y, U, V) is used to detect color of traffic light 

in our method. Color space of (R, G, B) is transformed to (Y, U, V) 

color space by Equation 1. 
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Image samples of traffic lights are collected to learn 

recognition dictionary parameter. Pixels of lighting area are picked 

up and collected from traffic light images. As shown in Figure 6 

(a), which illustrates Japan day time red traffic light. Lighting area 

of the traffic light is the red circle area. Figure 7 illustrates Japan 

night time red traffic light. Lighting area are saturated and traffic 

light color are extended to area around the lighting area. Pixels of 

color extended areas are picked up and collected from night time 

traffic light image samples for learning recognition dictionary 

parameters. Collected pixels of lighting area from learning sample 

images are transformed to (Y, U, V) color space for learning 

dictionary parameters. 

Traffic light image samples are separated to groups, such as 

Japan day time, Japan night time, USA day time and USA night 

time groups. For each group, dictionary parameters are learned 

separately.  
 

Ymin ‹ Y ‹ Ymax                                                                       (2) 

Umin ‹ U ‹ Umax                                                                     (3) 

Vmin ‹ V ‹ Vmax                                                                      (4) 

For each sample image group, dictionary parameters are 

learned from traffic light lighting area pixels. From distribution of 

the traffic light lighting area pixels, dictionary parameters of 

Equation (2) – (4) are obtained which are minimum and maximum 

value in (Y, U, V) space. Traffic light color area is recognized by 

using the dictionary parameters. Figure 6 (b) illustrates recognition 

results of red color traffic light area pixels. Because of saturation 

and noise, detected color area is smaller than traffic light lighting 

area. Figure 7 (a) illustrates night time red traffic light and (b) is 

recognized color extended area. 

 
 

（a）                     （b）             (c) 

Figure 6. Color recognition results of day time traffic light color area. (a)Red 
traffic light; (b) Recognized lighting color area pixels; (c) Candidate recognition 
area 

 

 

  
（a）                  （b）               (c) 

Figure 7. Color recognition results of night time traffic light color area. (a)Red 
traffic light; (b) Recognized color area pixels; (c) Candidate recognition area. 

Making Candidate Area 
As shown in Figure 6 (b) and Figure 7 (b), recognized traffic 

light color area is difficult for traffic light shape recognition. We 

make candidate area for shape recognition from the recognized 

color areas. 

Expansion is used to make the candidate area. 1 pixel of 

recognized color area is expanded to N x N pixels image. Figure 6 

(c) and Figure 7 (c) illustrate expanded images areas, by which 

shapes of the traffic lights can be recognized easily. Figure 6 (c) 

shows expanded red traffic light candidate area of day time. Figure 

7 (c) shows expanded red traffic light candidate area of night time. 

 

Traffic Light Shape Recognition 
Shape recognition of traffic light is made in candidate area of 

Figure 6 (c) and Figure 7 (c). Circle features of the traffic light are 

used for recognition. We use Hough Transform to extract circle 

feature. The circle is expressed by Equation (5). Parameters of a 

and b are center axis of the circle and r is radius of the circle. 

222 )()( rbyax                                                     (5) 

By Hough Transform, parameter of (a, b, r) can be obtained, 

by which recognized results can be outputted by a rect. Figure 8 (a) 

shows circle recognition results by Hough Transform, which is 

Japan day time red traffic light. Figure 8 (b) is recognized result of 

the red traffic light, which is surrounded by a rectangle. Figure 9 

(a) shows circle recognition result of Japan night time traffic and 

Figure 9 (b) is recognized result of the red traffic light of night 

scene. 

  
（a）                  （b） 

Figure 8. Shape recognition results of traffic light of day time. (a)Hough 
transform circle recognition result (b) traffic light recognition result. 
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（a）                            （b） 

 
Figure 9. Shape recognition results of traffic light of night time. (a)Hough 
transform circle recognition result; (b) traffic light recognition result. 

 

Context Information for Reducing False Positive 
In day time scene, because of complex background, false 

positive detection happens easily. Color sign boards and billboards 

are easily recognized as traffic light. In night scene, tail lamps of 

vehicle and street lights are easily recognized as traffic lights. To 

reduce false detection, we use context information. Area of traffic 

light is used as feature to reduce false detection. Context intensity 

patterns are also used to reduce false detection. 

Area of Traffic Light 
Area of traffic light is used as feature to delete false positive. 

Area size of traffic light lighting area has a limited range. When 

the vehicle is near the traffic, traffic light area size has maximum 

value. If the vehicle is far from the traffic light, area size has 

minimum value. Area feature parameters are learned from traffic 

light image samples. Candidate area of Figure 6 (c) and Figure 7 

(c) are used to get area feature parameters. Area size minimum 

value Amin and maximum value Amax are learned from traffic 

light image samples. If A, area size of a candidate traffic light, 

does not satisfy Equation (6), it is a false positive detection. 

 

Amin < A < Amax                                                                  (6) 
 

For different times and places, different area feature 

parameters are learned. Day time, night time, USA and Japan 

scene use different area feature parameters. For each scene, image 

samples of traffic light are collected to learn the area feature 

parameters. 
 

Context Intensity Pattern 
Context intensity pattern around the traffic light area is used 

to delete false detection in our method. As shown in Figure 6 (a) 

and Figure 7(a), intensity patterns around traffic light area are used 

as context features to delete false detection. The context intensity 

pattern features around the traffic light area are average intensity 

values of rectangle blocks at specific position. Number, size, and 

positions of the rectangle blocks are learned from traffic light 

image samples. If a candidate traffic light has a context feature 

pattern matching that of traffic light, it is a traffic light. Otherwise 

it is a false positive detection. Context intensity pattern is different 

for time and place, such as day time and night, USA and Japan. 
 

Day and Night Scene Recognition 
Day time and night time scenes are recognized by input image. 

Average intensity of the input image is used as feature for 

recognition. The image is divided to blocks. N by N blocks are 

made. Number of dark blocks is used as recognition feature. Black 

block is defined by average intensity of the block.  If average 

intensity is lower than a threshold value, the block is dark block. 

SVM (Support Vector Machine) is used to recognize day and night 

scene automatically. Recognition dictionary is learned by day time 

image and night images samples. 

Dangerous Driving Events Detection 
Dangerous driving events detection is made by using traffic 

light recognition results and speed and acceleration motion 

information. Rocket start and red light ignored dangerous driving 

events are detected. 

Motion Information 
As shown in Figure 4, because frequency of traffic light and 

camera sensor are not synchronized, traffic light area blinks at 

different frames. It is difficult to get motion information from 

traffic light tracking results. To solve this problem, we use motion 

information of speed and acceleration of the vehicle to detect 

dangerous driving events. Speed and acceleration data of the 

vehicle are obtained by sensor data recorded by driving recorder. 

Rocket Start Detection 
When traffic light changes from red to green, if a driver 

accelerate his car suddenly, it is a dangerous driving event, which 

is called rocket start. We use traffic light recognition results and 

motion information of vehicle’s acceleration and speed to detect 

the event. When a red traffic light is recognized and then it 

changes to green, if acceleration becomes larger than a threshold 

value within a short period time, it is detected as rocket start 

dangerous driving events. Flow chart of rocket start event detection 

is shown in Figure 10. Rocket start level is defined by time 

between traffic light changes to green and acceleration value is 

increased bigger than a threshold value. Short time means strong 

level of rocked start. 

Red Light Ignored Detection 
When traffic light is red and a driver should stop his car 

according to traffic law, if the driver does not stop, it is a very 

dangerous driving event, which is called red light ignored. In our 

proposed method, the dangerous driving event is detect by red 

traffic light recognition and motion information of speed and 

acceleration of the car. If red traffic light is recognized and speed 

of the car is faster than a threshold value, it is the event candidate. 

Even the speed is not fast, if the acceleration is bigger than a  

 
Figure 10. Flow chart of rocket start dangerous driving events detection. 
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threshold value, it is the event candidate too. If the car is far from 

the traffic light, it is not a dangerous driving event. It is an event 

candidate. 

To delete false positive detection, size and position of the red 

traffic light in image frame are used features. If the car is far away 

from the red traffic light, it is not the dangerous driving event. 

Image samples are collected in which size and position of the red 

traffic lights are used to learn dictionary parameters. Candidate 

events are evaluated if it is false positive or not by the learned 

dictionary parameters. When the car is near the red traffic light, 

size of the traffic light becomes bigger and close to upper end of 

the image frame. False positive are deleted by dictionary 

parameters of size and position from upper end of image. 

In Japan, there are green direction arrow traffic light as shown 

in Figure 12 (a), (b), (c). When the car turn right or left, if there is 

direction green arrow sign, it is not dangerous driving event. When 

red traffic light is recognized, we then detect the green arrow 

direction light. When red light and turn right green direction arrow 

light are detected, if the car go straightly it is recognized as 

dangerous driving event, as shown in Figure 13 (a). If forward 

direction green arrow traffic light is on, it is not dangerous event as 

shown in Figure 13 (b), (c). Flow chart of red traffic light ignored 

event detection is shown in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. Flow chart of proposed red traffic lights ignored dangerous driving 
events detection. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Figure 12. Red traffic light and green arrow direction traffic light. (a)Turn right; 
(b) Straight forward; (c) Turn left and straight forward. 

   

  
（a） 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 13. Prototype for real-time traffic light dangerous driving events 
detection. (a)Vehicle camera; (b) Vehicle camera recognition prototype. 

Experiment Results 
Vehicle road testing experiments were made in both Japan 

and USA by a vehicle camera prototype. Vehicle camera and 

recognition prototype are illustrated in Figure 13. Figure 13 (a) is 

the experiment vehicle camera. Figure 13 (b) is the vehicle camera 

prototype. Video stream is inputted from the camera by a 

controller box. Image size is 1280x720 pixels. Frame rate is 30fps. 

Speed data was inputted from CAN data of car. Acceleration data 

was inputted by an acceleration sensor on the controller box. 

Traffic light recognition and dangerous diving events detection 

algorithm was running in the PC of the prototype. 

Traffic light recognition algorithm is evaluated by the vehicle 

road testing experiments data, which is explained in next section. 

 Dangerous driving events detection are also tested in the 

vehicle road test. Because it is dangerous to make the events on 

purpose, we only made several dangerous driving of rocked start 

and red light ignored test. All of the dangerous driving events were 

detected properly.  

We mainly evaluated our dangerous driving events detection 

algorithm by driving recorder video data.                                         

Traffic Light Recognition Evaluation 
Traffic light recognition is evaluated by data taken from Japan 

an USA vehicle road test. Part of image frames were used to learn 

recognition dictionary parameters. Japan day time and night time, 

USA day time data are used to learn recognition dictionary. In 

USA, only day time vehicle road test was made.  

For Japan day time data, 60,365 images are used for 

evaluation. Recognition results example of Japan day time red 

traffic light is shown in Figure 14. Table 1 shows data of 

recognition results. 
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Figure 14. Recognition result example of Japan day time red traffic light.  

 
Table 1 Testing results of day time Japan traffic light 

Color Red Green 

Recognition rate（%） 91.1 95.1 

False positive rate（%） 0.04 0.04 

 

For USA day time data, 45,815 images are used for testing. 

Recognition results example of green traffic light are shown in 

Figure 15. Table 2 shows data of the testing results. 

 

  
Figure 15. Recognition result example of USA day time red traffic light.  

 
Table 2 Testing results of day time USA traffic light 

Color Red Green 

Recognition rate（%） 85.7 100 

False positive rate（%） 0.0 0.06 

 

For Japan night time data, 8,293 images are used for testing. 

Recognition results example of Japan night time green traffic light 

is shown in Figure 16. Table 3 shows data of testing results. 

 

  
Figure 16. Recognition result example of Japan night time red traffic light.  

 
Table 3 Testing results of night time Japan traffic light 

Color Red Green 

Recognition rate（%） 90.0 100 

False positive rate（%） 0.64 0.02 

 

Processing time test was made by PC environment of 

CPU:3.5GHz, momory:15.4GB, OS: Windows7. Processing time 

is list in Table 4. Real-time processing speed of 30fps was obtained. 

 
Table 4 Processing time of traffic light recognition 

Data 
Japan 
day time 

Japan 
night time 

USA day 
time 

Processing 
time(ms) 

33.9 23.6 31.0 

 

 
Figure 17. Driving recorder used in recognition experiment.  
 

Dangerous Driving Events Detection Evaluation 
As shown in Figure 17, driving recorder was used to take 

surveillance videos. The videos were used to test dangerous 

driving event detection. Camera of the driving recorder has 160 

view angle. Image size is 1280x720. Frame rate is 30fps. Speed 

and acceleration data were recorded at same time by sensors of 

driving recorder. 

We used 68 cars to collect surveillance video data, setting 

each car one driving recorder. Videos were recorded in SD card. 

The SD cards were collected every 3 weeks. Once the SD cards are 

collected, the surveillance video data were processed to find 

dangerous driving events. We collected SD cards 3 times.  Because 

of large video data, it takes several hours to process one SD card. 

Detected each dangerous driving events result were recorded by a 

short video, which can be checked later.   

Because the surveillance video data is too long, it is difficulty 

to make ground truth and evaluation the dangerous driving events 

recognition results. We randomly sampled the events detected 

results videos, evaluating the detection results. Rocked start 

dangerous driving events detection rate was about 70%. Red light 

ignored events detection rate was about 50%. Because dangerous 

driving events happened very seldom, number of the events were 

small. Red traffic light false positive recognition sometime caused 

false positive detection of the dangerous driving events, which 

decreased the recognition rate.    

 

Rocket Start 
Experiment is made when traffic light color changes from red 

to green, if acceleration data increases to a value bigger than a 

threshold, it is rocket start. Rocket start level is defined in Table5.  

Rocket start level is defined by Rocked start time of Table 5. 

Rocket start dangerous driving events detection results example is 

shown in Figure 18. 
 

Ignored Red Traffic Light 
Ignored red traffic light dangerous events detection 

experiment is made by recorded vehicle camera surveillance video. 

Figure 19 shows example of the dangerous events recognition 

results. Traffic light is color and turn right green arrow traffic light 

is on, car speed is 52km/hour. 
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Table 5 Rocket start level 

Rocket start level Rocked start time(s) 

1 1.0 

2 2.0 

3 3.0 

4 4.0 
 

  
(a) 

 

  
(b) 

Figure 18. Rocket start detection results example (a) Recognized red traffic 
light; (b) Rocket start when traffic light color changes from red to green and 

acceleration is bigger than threshold value. 
 

  
Figure 19. Red traffic light ignored dangerous driving event detection results. 

Conclusion 
We propose a new method to detect dangerous driving events 

automatically from surveillance video of vehicle camera. Events 

such as rocket start, red light ignored dangerous driving can be 

detected. In our method, traffic light recognition is made at first. 

Then speed and acceleration data of car, traffic light recognition 

results, multimodal features are used to detect dangerous driving 

events. 

Color and shape of traffic lights are different in different 

countries and areas. Color and shape of traffic light image are also 

different at different shooting time, background and weather 

condition. It is difficult for conventional method to obtain both 

high recognition rate and low false positive rate. We proposed to 

use color, shape and context features to recognize traffic light more 

accurately.  

Vehicle road tests in both USA and Japan were made to 

demonstrate effectiveness of our proposed method. Real-time 

processing recognition experiments were made in a car by vehicle 

camera video stream. Surveillance videos taken by driving 

recorder camera were also used to do traffic light recognition and 

dangerous driving events detection experiments. Traffic light 

recognition rate of 93%, false positive detection rate of 0.1%, real-

time processing time less than 30ms results were obtained by our 

method. 

68 cars which were equipped with driving recorder were used 

to collect surveillance videos for dangerous driving events 

detection experiments. Dangerous driving events were detected 

and recorded as short video, which is easy to be inspected. Red 

traffic light false positive recognition sometimes causes dangerous 

driving events detection false positive detection, which decreases 

the events detection rate. Improvement of traffic light recognition 

rate is future work. 
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